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More.
One of the only products on the market to combine superior thermal
performance with a larger, more versatile span, Kawneer’s newest
Trifab® 601 Series Framing System is built with a 6" frame – that’s an
inch and a half more than a traditional storefront. Available in standard,
thermally broken and ultra thermally broken, the new Trifab® 3-in-1 platform
offers more flexibility, more drama, more options for you to design bigger,
better buildings. An extra inch and a half makes a world of difference.
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Design Excellence
Curves and twists are distinguishable characteristics of the
winning project in our first ever International Design Awards.
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Beyond Borders
Architectural designs, trends and styles can vary region to
region, country to country. As architects expand their global
reach, experts say it’s important to understand and take into
consideration the unique needs of each area, from climate to
culture.

The Next Step
glasstec 2012 to feature architecturally focused programs and
sessions.
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Ellen Rogers

4

Going Global

rom the shingle-style homes of the Northeast
to the stucco styles of the Southwest, architectural designs, details and trends are as varied regionally as they are from individual to individual. The
same goes globally. What architects create for
their domestic clients can be a dramatic change
compared to what they create for those located
anywhere from London to Shanghai.
For this issue I spoke with architects from two
of the world’s largest firms, Gensler and
Skidmore Owings and Merrill. I asked them
about the differences in designing for a domestic
client versus an international one. They both
agreed that one of the main differences is being
able to adapt and understand the cultural
changes. Surprisingly, it’s not just the language
barrier and sometimes the dramatic time-zone
changes that may first come to mind. Check out
the article on page 18 and read more about what
some of these global differences are and how
architects can best work in international markets.
In this issue we are also preparing for
glasstec, an international trade show that takes
place biannually in Düsseldorf, Germany (see
page 24). It is THE industry trade show for the
world’s glass manufacturers and fabricators,
offering all of the latest processing and fabrication equipment for everything from laminating
to printing. This event will also include a special
program created specifically for architects. The
Architectural Congress will take place on
October 24 and offer a full day’s agenda on topics ranging from climate design and architecture, the freedom of shape, human-centered
architecture and more.
If you plan on attending glasstec be sure and
stop by and see us. We’ll be in hall 13 stand D53
and would love to chat with you about what
you’re seeing at the show, design trends, new
projects as well as just what your thoughts are on
global architecture. Enjoy the issue and, as
always, feel free to email me at erogers@glass.com
to share your thoughts on what you’ve read here
or share pictures of your recently completed glass
projects. AGG
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How Guardian SunGuard helps
improve patient care and recovery.
With light.
Well-daylighted hospitals with outdoor views enhance patient care
and recovery. That’s why HKS specified Guardian SunGuard glass for
the C.S. Mott Children’s Hospital, in Ann Arbor,

1 2 3 4

Interior

Exterior

Michigan. The combination of Neutral 40 and

Neutral 40 on #2
and SN 68 on #3

SuperNeutral 68 in an insulated glass unit
delivers plenty of visible light and a low, 0.25
solar heat gain coefficient, all with lower
reflectivity than previously possible, so patients

can easily see outside. HKS’s selection of SunGuard products
also improved the building’s energy efficiency and created a
comfortable setting for children and families. The building is LEED
Certified Silver. For complete performance data, project photos
and other ways to Build With Light, visit SunGuardGlass.com.
Or call 1-866-GuardSG (482-7374).

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
C.S. MOTT CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL
ANN ARBOR, MI
ARCHITECT: HKS
GUARDIAN
SELECT FABRICATOR:
Trulite Glass & Aluminum Solutions
GUARDIAN GLAZIER
CONNECTION MEMBER:
CGI
SUNGUARD GLASS:
Neutral 40 on clear and
SuperNeutral 68 on clear

© 2012 Guardian Industries Corp.
SunGuard® and Build With Light®
are registered trademarks of
Guardian Industries Corp.

SEE
SEE US
US AT
AT GLASSBUILD
GLASSBUILD AMERICA
AMERICA AND
AND GLASSTEC
GLASSTEC

Please order glass samples for
accurate color evaluation.
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400 Fifth Avenue.
Architect: Robert Siegel,
Principal and Founding
Partner, Gwathmey
Siegel & Associates
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this envelope
delivered
When others say no, Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™ says yes.

“When you are designing complex, custom operable windows, you need
to rely on experts,” said Robert Siegel, Principal and Founding Partner
of Gwathmey Siegel & Associates. Siegel’s firm has been called one
of the ten most influential architectural firms by Architect Magazine.
And while most manufacturers promise the moon and the stars when

specified to close the building envelope. To learn more, call us at

“Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™
provided precisely what was
needed. These windows are
faceted or angulated, with
outside corners at the
condominium levels that
are all glass. Residents
enjoy a stunning view of
midtown Manhattan,”
said Robert Siegel.

1-866-OLDCASTLE (653-2278), or visit oldcastlebe.com.

Origami by Robert Lang

it comes to customization, many simply can’t deliver. In fact, on a
recent project, Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope™ was brought in to design,
engineer and manufacture custom windows when another manufacturer
could not execute. And custom-engineered architectural windows
are just the beginning. We are the leading manufacturer of products
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a

Acceptable Perfection

Where the Science of Glass Meets the Art of Architecture

rchitecture is a visual art. When done well, it
inspires, creates emotion and it’s functional.
When it comes to glass, higher performing
technologies have enabled architects to expand
their creativity with colors, coatings, shapes and
creative facades that add to the visual aspect without sacrificing sustainability and energy performance. As with any work of art, however, the creator often seeks absolute perfection as their concepts become realities.
There’s much truth in this quote from artist
Salvador Dali: “Have no fear of perfection—you’ll
never reach it.” Perfection is an impossible pursuit
in art, architecture and glass, yet glass fabricators
are often tasked with attaining flawlessness in the
insulating glass (IG) they produce—all while minimizing costs.

“Glass fabricators are often
tasked with attaining
flawlessness in the insulating
glass (IG) they produce—all
while minimizing costs.”
But somewhere between the science of IG and
the end user expectations is what I’d like to call
“acceptable perfection” or standard practices
in how to view and judge
the quality of IG unit edges
for buildings. That’s what
the Glass Association of
North America (GANA)
had in mind when it developed the Glass Information
Bulletin (GIB), “Guidelines
for the Appearance of
Insulating Glass Unit Edges
in Commercial
Applications.”
The newly introduced
bulletin (GANA ID 021011) addresses both vision
8
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by Joe Erb
and spandrel IG units, provides a glossary of
terms for uniformity and graphically depicts the
proper construction of double-glazed IG units,
including the locations of the spacer, primary and
secondary IG sealants and sightlines. It also
addresses many common glazing techniques used
today, including captured-glazed, structural glazed,
point-supported and spandrel units.

Viewing Conditions
Use GANA’s guide to walk through the proper
methods and criteria for judging the visual quality
of IG edges in both captured and silicone structural-glazed commercial glazing systems. Now
everyone along the supply chain has an industryspecific guide on how to view the units for “eye
appeal,” which is found in the Viewing
Conditions section. Viewing the IG unit with
your nose pressed against the glass is obviously
not an acceptable approach, so GANA recommends the following:
Visual inspections of IG unit edges should be
made with 20/20 vision (naked eye or corrected)
at a distance of three feet (one meter), or from
the closest normal viewing position (sidewalk,
ground floor, walkway, etc.), whichever is larger.
The viewer should look at the IG unit edge at a
90-degree angle (perpendicular) to the surface
using daylight (without direct sunlight) or other
uniform diffused background light that simulated
daylight.
The same viewing conditions should apply to
coated glass except the viewing distance should be
10 to 15 feet, depending on the application (see
ASTM C 1376 for details).

Appearance Guidelines
The bulletin then goes on to detail appearance
guidelines for various types of IG, answering common questions, such as:
• What abnormalities should I look for when
judging glass edge quality?
• What’s the maximum acceptable separation
between primary and secondary sealants?
• Why are there color variations in secondary
sealants?
Architects’ Guide to Glass & Metal
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• How much of the IG spacer can be visible
under normal viewing conditions?
• Are color variations acceptable in coated glass
edges?
• What is the acceptable amount of sealant
infringement along sightlines and corners?
By providing answers to these questions and
more, GANA effectively bridges the gap between
the desire for perfection and what is acceptable in
reality.

Opportunities
While perfection might seem unattainable,
high-performance technologies exist today to help
glazing fabricators come closer to meeting the premium aesthetics and energy performance archi-

September/October 2012
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tects desire. The best approach for all involved is
to be educated about what acceptable perfection
is through industry guidelines like GANA’s GIBs
and to work with IG component suppliers to find
the solutions that best balance acceptable aesthetics, performance and cost. This GANA GIB can
be purchased online at store.glasswebsite.com,
along with more than 30 additional bulletins on
various subjects. AGG
Joe Erb is the commercial product specialist for
Quanex Building Products. He serves on GANA’s
marketing committee, insulating division education
committee and as the chair of the insulating division
website committee.

www.glassguides.com
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a

Taming of the Sun
nity to be a study beacon, attracting and expanding both individual scholarly pursuit and shared
knowledge via group study activities,” says
Matthew Edmonds, technical director with
Studiotrope. “The new addition was envisioned
as an ‘energy chamber,’ a transparent box to
showcase these various scholarly pursuits.”
The architectural team employed a variety of
glazing technologies to achieve that goal, including dynamic glass, which can darken or clear ondemand or automatically using light sensors.

Photo by Studiotrope.

chieving LEED certification in an all-glass
building can be a challenge, but Denver-based
architectural firm Studiotrope was up for the
task. Colorado State University (CSU) asked
the firm to design a sleek, modern, glass cube to
serve as a new student study space for its
Morgan Library expansion—which it also
required to achieve a minimum of LEED Silver
accreditation.
“The Morgan Library is centrally located on
the CSU campus and therefore has the opportu-

Architectural firm Studiotrope designed a glass cube for
Colorado State University that was constructed with SageGlass
to provide varying shading coefficients throughout the year.
10
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But prior to making its selection, the firm evaluated a number of alternative sun shading
options including shades, louvers and thermochromic glazing products that change tint
based on temperature.
“Daylighting analysis showed that an extremely
dense vertical shade solution would be needed to
control the western sun, which would have negated the openness and transparency objectives of
the design,” says Edmonds. “We considered other
technologies, but were not satisfied with their aesthetic characteristics.”
He says they ultimately selected SageGlass as it
could provide the varying shading coefficients the
energy chamber would require throughout the
day and year, as well as help tame the western
exposure of the library.
“It is sort of a magic trick to require a building
to be at once transparent and sustainable, particularly in the high plains climate of northern
Colorado,” says Edmonds. “It required innovative
thinking on the part of all architectural and engi-
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neering disciplines to design a system that works
in concert with Mother Nature and the demands
of the building users.”
The glass was installed in the entire two-story,
24-foot by 45-foot western curtainwall of the
45,000 square-foot building, including several
operable windows and an egress door. The glass
on the upper and lower floors is zoned and can
be controlled separately and activated by exterior
light sensors. The glass can also be manually controlled for events, movies and other activities that
require additional room darkening or lightening.
Horizon Glass was the contract glazier.
In addition to the dynamic glazing attributes,
Edmonds says the project features other significant glazing details.
“The skin of the box includes a steel fin structure projecting from the glazing that will allow
the addition of future sun screens should they be
necessary,” he explains. “In the meantime they
establish a rhythm that gives the glass box a sense
of scale and presence on the quad.” AGG

Really White Luminous Glass
Crisp light transmission, uniform color consistency
Galaxy Glass & Stone® preferred choice of prominent Architects

Inspired Designs
Innovative Solutions

One Trusted Resource

Premium Quality Custom Architectural
Glass Decoration. A worldwide
reputation for creativity, impeccable
quality, reliability and on-time
performance.
Trust your next project to Galaxy

973.575.3440
www.galaxycustom.com
)DLU¿HOG5RDG
)DLU¿HOG1HZ-HUVH\
PLQXWHVIURP0DQKDWWDQ
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glass

On Guard

Guardian Industries has introduced two
advanced technology glazings for commercial
applications—SunGuard PVGU and SunGuard
EC. SunGuard PVGU combines Pythagoras Solar
Photovoltaic Glass Units (PVGU) technology with
SunGuard advanced architectural glass to create a
building-integrated photovoltaic product. This
replaces standard vision glass and skylights with a

Decorative Glass Spotlight

glass product that converts direct sunlight into
energy, according to the company.
Guardian SunGuard EC incorporates
Soladigm Dynamic Glass technology into its
SunGuard portfolio of solutions. SunGuard EC
switches from clear to tinted on demand, and
enables control of heat and glare in buildings
while providing comfort, uninterrupted views and
natural daylight.
→ www.guardian.com

Glass that Shows Devotion

Mandala tile is a collection of luxury
tile from around the world and a sister
brand to Oceanside Glasstile. The tile has
a new addition to its line called Devotion.
Company officials say the play of color
combination between basic neutrals
enhanced by rich jewel tones makes
Devotion a vibrant design expression in
home and commercial décor.
The new line offers nine patterns and
30 colors, ranging from bold jewel tones
to earth-inspired neutrals. The company
adds that the colors can take on threedimensional qualities through the layering
of texture, mirror and iridescent surfaces.
→ www.mandalatile.com

Enhance Insulating Performance

New Design Option
Walker Glass of Montreal
offers full surface acid-etched
glass and mirror products as
well as its Walker Textures
Nuance line of custom and
stock patterns, including six
new patterns recently introduced. The new designs were
created as a result of an extensive market study conducted
with architects and designers
across North America.
In addition, the company launched a brand new design center on a newly
updated website.
Company officials say this online tool allows architects and designers to
marry suggested acid-etched patterns with interior or exterior applications.
→ www.walkerglass.com
12
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SUNGATE 600 glass and SUNCLEAN selfcleaning glass from PPG Industries are two new
products for the commercial building market.
According to the company, Sungate 600 glass is
a multifunctional, low-emissivity (low-E) glass
designed to enhance the insulating performance
of buildings in a variety of climates and applications. SunClean self-cleaning glass, which PPG
introduced nearly a decade ago for the residential
construction market, is ideal for commercial
applications such as skylights, canopies, walkway
covers, glass shading devices and other sloped or
difficult-to-access glazings.
→ www.ppg.com

insulating glass

Energy Efficiency with Options

The Ombra insulating glass unit is the newest
glazing series from Pulp Studio of Los Angeles. It
uses an architectural wire mesh core that works as
a solar shading device when used as cladding
material. Surrounded by tempered glass, the metal
mesh reduces the amount of light that passes

continued on page 14
Architects’ Guide to Glass & Metal
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continued

through by up to 50 percent,
according to the company.
The glass appears transparent when viewed frontally,
but obscures the line of sight when
viewed from an angle. This allows more
light to enter the building in the morning and
late afternoon when the sun is low, while creating
the most shading mid-day when the sun is most
intense.
Available in five patterns, it is ideal for storefronts, office buildings, airports and other commercial uses both indoors and out, according to
the company.
→ www.pulpstudio.com

safety glazing

Windows to Keep You Safe

SAFTI FIRST of San
Francisco added Pittsburgh
Corning’s LightWise
Architectural Systems to its
architectural glass products.
According to the company, these
pre-fabricated windows allow
vision and light transmission
while protecting against blast,
bullets, hurricane, tornado or
UV rays. The panelized windows
are available in standard modular frame dimensions, and the
product line includes a blast-resistant system,
detention and security windows, hurricane-resistant windows, tornado-resistant windows and energy-efficient panels.
→ www.safti.com/lightwise

sunshades

Maximize Shade on Curtainwalls

As a part of its ongoing initiative to offer sunshades on its ultra thermal platforms, Kawneer
Co. Inc. of
Norcross, Ga.,
recently expanded
its Versoleil sunshade platform to fit
its 1600UT
(Ultra Thermal)
System 1
curtainwall.
The addition offers a fully preengineered and tested solution
for applying both Versoleil sunshade outrigger and single blade systems to double (1-inch)
and triple glazed (1 3/4-inch) infill versions of
1600UT System1 curtainwall.
→ www.kawneer.com

coatings

Stay Clear

sealants

An Eco-Friendly Sealant

The Fenzi Group of Milan, Italy, offers a number of warm-edge technologies. These include its polysulphide, two-part sealant, which company
officials say meets the most advanced eco-compatibility standards.
According to the company, Thiover sealants are solvent-free, do not contain any harmful ingredients, feature excellent mechanical properties and
have extremely low permeability to water and gas. These sealants are also
compatible with all spacers and with most of the materials used in insulating glass.
→ www.fenzigroup.com
14
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The new ClearShield from the Chicago office of
Ritec is designed to offer durable, non-stick glass
surface protection. The coating can be applied
either in the factory or on-site, in effort to reduce
the energy required for cleaning glass, maintaining
original light transmission and making the glass
more hygienic, according to the company.
→ www.clearshieldonline.com AGG
Architects’ Guide to Glass & Metal
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... upgrades ordinary glass to –
•
•
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•

‘non-stick’, easy-clean
energy-saving
light-enhancing
microbe-resistant

MEET US AT...

Ritec International Ltd
www.ritec.co.uk

ClearShield Technologies, LLC
www.clearshieldonline.com

LAS VEGAS
BOOTH 238

GERMANY
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Design
Excellence

I

n every issue of the Architects’ Guide to
Glass & Metal (AGG) magazine we set
out to recognize innovative architectural glazing. We’ve seen amazing projects all around the world: from China
to Dubai, Finland to Spain as well as
many right here in the United States.
We decided the time was right to take
that coverage a step further and recognize some of these outstanding
projects, with our first ever international design awards. In this issue
we bring you our winner—a project
that has been liked to the physique
of Marilyn Monroe. With undulating twists and curves, Absolute
Towers 4 and 5, the last two in
the Absolute City Centre fivetower complex in Mississauga,
Ontario, features a glassy,
elliptical-shaped façade,
designed to give the growing
city of Mississauga a structure that would help establish its own identity, separate from neighboring
Toronto.
The entry was submitted by AGC Glass
Company North America
and the towers were built
with the company’s Ti-Ac
high performance insulating glass. Ti-Ac was specified
to achieve the light transmission and neutral reflectance
needed to create the visual
appearance and energy efficiency desired for this project and
climate. Protemp fabricated
257,000 square feet of insulating, low-E on clear glass.
According to the entry, Ti-AC
glass was specified to achieve the
light transmission and neutral
reflectance level needed to create
the visual appearance as well as
the desired energy efficiency.
The glass helps provide a very
Photo by Tom Arban Photography Inc.
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Mississauga Towers Earn AGG Magazine’s Inaugural Design Award
by Ellen Rogers
neutral appearance, daylighting and views. As
AGC noted in its entry, “the appearance of the
towers changes throughout the day, taking on different colors because of the neutral reflective
characteristics of the exterior glazing.”
Toronto-based Burka Architects served as master architect for the entire complex, which is located at Mississauga’s city center. According to the
firm’s Attila Burka, prior to the project there were
various high-rise residential towers, but on this
particular corner something was missing. To find
this identifying landmark structure, an international competition was held. The winning design
was submitted by Beijing-based MAD Architects.
As master architects Burka could not enter the
competition, but was contracted by MAD to carry
out the design of the two residential towers, internal layout of the towers, the podium and to spearhead the approval process and to create the construction documents. The 56-story Tower A is
45,000 square meters, while the 50-storey Tower
B is 40,000 square meters.
According to Ma Yansong, founding principal
of MAD, the firm developed the architecture for
the towers based on a contemporary interpretation of nature.
“All of our projects [have a] desire to protect
the sense of community, offering people the freedom to develop their own experience,” says
Yansong. “We wanted to introduce natural forms
that played with light, shadow and wind.”
Yansong adds, “Our design concept [aims to]
connect nature and human beings through lively
form and oriental philosophy about the tension
between them, [as well as] between the two towers.”
According to Burka, the design was a lot like a
flower vase – empty on the inside. His firm was
brought on to access the design and determine
how it could be built. He says they had two days
to do this and ultimately “came up with the concept that would make the building stand up. We
implemented the design and floor plan, including
the design and construction documents, etc., and
also had the buildings certified,” says Burka, who
adds that while many buildings are designed from
the inside out, that was not the case here.
“Function followed form,” he says explaining
that the building followed more of an artistic
approach. “It has an artistic shape that’s not govSeptember/October 2012

erned by function.”
Burka worked closely with Sigmund, Soudack
& Associates Inc., the structural engineer, to create a structure that would be both function-able
and marketable.
There are also a significant number of windows in the towers, which were supplied by Toro
Aluminum based in Concord, Ontario. The project features Toro’s 2000 series window wall system, along with its railing system for the balconies. Commdoor Aluminum provided
entrances and 6000 SSG series curtainwall which
were used on the ground floor and for the retail
storefronts. Toro Aluminum, Protemp Glass and
Commdoor Aluminum are part of The Toro
Group of companies.
Burka adds, “Buildings are significant as focal
points because they attract relevant use and visual

“Function followed form. It has an artistic
shape that’s not governed by function.”
– Attila Burka, Burka Architects
appreciation in a cultural vocabulary which created
it. In other words, it will become an expression of
its time and the people who designed and built it.”
“The unique structural design of the Absolute
Towers project with its twisting and curving
shape, complemented by its world class glass
façade, truly sets it apart. The visual aesthetics are
stunning, not only from a static design standpoint, but how it interacts with the surrounding
light: to see how the building color changes
throughout the day or from each day to the next.
Simply stated, it is a project true to its name
because it is an ‘absolute’ from every perspective,”
says Jeff de Waal, architectural manager-Canada,
AGC Glass Company North America. “I have
worked with architectural design teams on projects in major cities around the world and I was
very pleased to be a part of this award-winning
project,” de Waal adds. AGG
Ellen Rogers is editor of the Architects’ Guide
to Glass & Metal magazine. She can be reached at
erogers@glass.com or follow her on Twitter
@AGGmagazine and like AGG magazine on Facebook
to receive updates.
www.glassguides.com
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Beyond
Borders
Exper ts Discuss Architectural
Differences Around the World
by Ellen Rogers

When the Gensler-designed Shanghai
Tower opens in 2014, it will be the
second-tallest building in the world,
standing 632 meters. Photo by Gensler.
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“We can design/draw and detail the coolest things in the
world but if we can’t get them implemented there’s a
problem. You want to build a relationship base.”

t

ake a look at the architectural features around
the globe and you’ll find many differences. Doubleglazed facades are common in Europe while Asian
buildings often are designed with a declarative
statement. In North America, it’s probably safe to
say our architectural style is a bit more conservative
compared to others around the world. Aside from
the geographical differences in design styles and
concepts, the overall experience of working internationally can be intimidating. From language barriers to time-zone challenges to taking into the
account the cultural and climate differences, international projects can be intimidating.
Some U.S.-based architectural firms, however,
have embraced working abroad and come to recognize and understand the ins and outs of what
can make an international architectural glazing
project one of great success.

Working Globally

the firm’s U.S. offices are involved are heavily in
Asia, with some in Europe and some in the
Middle East.
“A healthier [percentage] is 60 percent U.S.
and 40 percent overseas,” says Boswell. “That’s
where we’ve found a sweet spot and it helps keep
a consistent work flow for our office size.”
Architectural firm Gensler also has offices all
around the world.
“We have 42 offices around the world, so a significant part of our work is outside of North
America,” says Benedict Tranel, senior associate
and firm-wide technical director based out of the
San Francisco office. “Personally I have worked
on all three continents [where we have offices].”

Here and There
For architects working globally, there are a number of differences compared to domestic projects.
Boswell says most of his international experience
has been on projects in Asia, and there most
clients want the resulting structure to make a statement. Making that statement, Boswell points out,
is the reason they reach out to international firms.
“They are illustrating through the buildings
they have arrived,” he says. “While they get good
services from the local design institutes, there are
continued on page 20

Photo ©Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLC/©Tim Griffith.

The architectural firm of Skidmore Owings &
Merrill (SOM) has offices all around the world.
Five are in the United States. It is from SOM’s
San Francisco office that Keith Boswell carries
out his duties as the firm’s technical director. He
says the balance of the San Francisco office’s projects over the last year to two has been 50-60 percent North America/50-40 percent overseas.
Boswell says the international projects in which

– Keith Boswell, SOM

September/October 2012

SOM's Shanghai
Huawei Technologies
Corporate Campus
features a double
wall glass skin that
helps maximize daylight and reduce
energy consumption.

www.glassguides.com
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Beyond
Borders
Photo ©Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLC/©Tim Griffith.

continued from page 19

opportunities to bring an international viewpoint to the work.”
Another difference, according to Boswell, is
often in the designs themselves.
“The domestic client typically seems much
more conservative and internationally they
want buildings to be more exuberant,” he
says. “We went through a similar period here
in the 1980s to early 1990s where building
owners were trying to one-up the competition
and we got some good and some not so good
buildings out of that.”
“The main differences among clients are
their outlook and expectations,” adds Tranel.
“Culturally things are done differently in
every country, and sometimes even within
regions of a country. Being attuned to what is
expected can make all the difference.”
Tranel continues, “In Asia, and specifically China, the cost of labor, manufacturing and materials makes certain designs
possible that would not be financially practical elsewhere,” he says. “On the flipside,
the overwhelming drive for speed in emerging markets can make it difficult to achieve
the quality that can be possible in more
developed markets.”
Specific to glass, the needs of international
clients are also different compared to those of the

Photo ©Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLC/©Tim Griffith.

Standing 337 meters, SOM designed the Tianjin
Global Financial Center to embody the city’s
international prominence as a physical and
cultural gateway.

SEE US AT GLASSBUILD AMERICA AND GLASSTEC
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domestic market.
“[The international client] is looking for the
architect to bring design value, technological
know-how and how to get it done,” says Boswell.
“I’ve found the glass companies in Asia have fantastic facilities that are brand new and state-of-theart, but there is not the depth of technical knowhow embedded in fabrication there.
“Tying that back to the owners wanting to be
cutting edge, it means we’re not working with just
a standard-size window. They’re always doing
something that’s really new. They expect wow
images and a high level of how-to,” says Boswell.
“Domestic clients think that, too, but they have
many resources here (consultants, etc.).”
Tranel adds that the use of glass and glazing
around the world continues to be popular.
“[It] has shown little sign of abating, with allglass buildings still a popular expression, even
with increasing attention to energy efficiency,” he
says. “However, we have been able to explore
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more energy-efficient applications, such as doublefacade technology, which achieves all glass aesthetics but with much better energy performance.”

Breaking Boundaries
Designing a project to meet the design needs,
styles and aesthetics for clients around the world
is just a start. Once the project is a go there are
still challenges that architects here have to consider. The language barrier may first come to mind,
but for some this is just a small matter. Many
international firms have employees who speak different languages fluently.
“But sometimes it does take longer to get
through reviews, meetings, etc., because you’re
speaking two languages,” says Boswell, adding that
the big challenge is finding a way to take what
you do best and make it work in someone else’s
backyard, so to speak.
continued on page 22

A New Generation Of Acid-Etched Patterns….

Your Domestic Source for Patterned
Acid-etched Glass and Mirror

To visualize our standard and custom patterns in various applications, come visit our
new interactive Design Center: www.walkerglass.com/designcenter
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Beyond
Borders
continued from page 21

achieving high-quality architecture to a
football game.
“If there are a lot of handoffs there’s
more chance of a fumble,” he says.
Taking into account the differences in
cultural geography is also important.
Architects should understand the core
values and the culture of not just the
client, but also the region in which the
project will be built.
“Respond to the local culture and
nature,” Boswell says. “Building in
the North is different than in the
South. Especially when working with
Photo by Gensler.

Architects
Technical On-line
Training Course

“There are commonalities, but you
have to learn to speak the local language or you’re doomed to failure.
There are details that are particular to
each city (i.e., the climate); you also
need to find out what resources are
available. What’s the local talent base?”
he says. “We can design/draw and
detail the coolest things in the world
but if we can’t get them implemented
there’s a problem. You want to build a
relationship base.”
It’s also important to stay involved
throughout the project. Boswell likens

Selecting Insulating Glass Sealants for Durability
and Energy Efficiency provides an overview of the
characteristics insulating glass (IG) sealants
must provide to ensure long-term thermal
performance, structural durability and longevity
of insulating glass units (IGUs).
This is an AIA course and is absolutely free and
offered on an online platform making
it easier for professionals to get their learning
units at their own pace.

For more information visit:
www.aecdaily.com/sponsor/fenzi

11 Dansk Court
Toronto, Ontario • M9W 5N6
Tel: 416-674-3831
Fax: 416-674-9323
Toll Free: 1-866-899-6799

www.fenzi-na.com
info@fenzi-na.com

Construction began this past spring on the Tower at PNC Plaza in Pittsburgh. Designed by
Gensler, the tower is anticipated to exceed LEED Platinum Certification.

SEE US AT GLASSBUILD AMERICA AND GLASSTEC
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glass it’s about the local climate.”
And Tranel points out that another
challenge of working internationally is
keeping abreast of local developments.
“This includes both in the capabilities
of contractors, product availability, precedents, evolving code requirements, etc.,”
he says. “Once you become familiar with
different approaches, it is easier to see
more similarities at a conceptual level,
even if the details are different, and at a
certain point you reach a fluency allowing you to apply the best of global knowledge to a specific local situation.” AGG
Ellen Rogers is editor of the
Architects’ Guide to Glass & Metal
magazine. She can be reached at
erogers@glass.com or follow her on Twitter
@AGGmagazine and like AGG magazine on
Facebook to receive updates.
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Architects can not only take part in the
Architectural Congress, but walk the
many halls of glasstec and see
innovative glazing technologies firsthand.

Photo by Messe Düsseldorf/Constanze Tillmann.
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The
Next
Step
glasstec 2012 to Feature
Architecturally Focused
Programs and Sessions
by Ellen Rogers

glasstec is the world’s largest trade show for
the glass industry and covers all facets of glass
along the complete value chain.
Photo by Messe Düsseldorf/Constanze Tillmann.
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glasstec at a glance

f architectural design trends often originate in
Europe, doesn’t it seem natural to go to the
source for inspirations and ideas that can help
shape the face of North America’s future architecture? Some of the world’s greatest architects will
convene in Düsseldorf, Germany, on October 24
for an Architectural Congress, which will be part
of the biennial glasstec trade fair, October 23-26
(see sidebar at right).
Titled “Opinions + Perspectives,” the
Architectural Congress will feature international
architects’ studios presenting their latest innovations. The event is organized in co-operation with
the North-Rhine/Westphalian Chamber of
Architects, the Technical University of Delft and
the University of Ostwestfalen Lippe.
The conference will open with a welcoming
address from Hartmut Miksch, president of the
North-Rhine/Westphalian Chamber of
Architects, and Hans Werner Reinhard, deputy
managing director of Messe Düsseldorf. Sessions,
which will be presented in English and German,
will be moderated by Prof. Dr. Ulrich Knaack,
Technical University of Delft.
Some of the scheduled presentations include:
The Identity of Spaces, Enrique Sobejano,
Fuensanta Nieto, Nieto Sobejano, Architectos,
Madrid; Climate Design and Architecture, Thomas
Auer, Transsolar Klimaengineering, Stuttgart; The
Freedom of Shape, Brendan MacFarlane, Jakob +
MacFarlane Architectes, Paris; Hedonistic
Sustainability, Kai-Uwe Bergmann, Bjarke Ingels
Group, Kopenhagen; Urban Interventions,
Gerhard Wittfeld, kadawittfeldarchitektur Aachen;
Floating glass, Rob Nijsse, Technische Universität
Delft; and Human-Centered Architecture, Stefan
Behnisch, Behnisch Architekten, Stuttgart/Los
Angeles.

In addition to the many architecturally focused sessions, glasstec, the world’s largest trade fair for the glass
industry, provides visitors an opportunity to explore the massive event, which
features exhibitors from around the world. The show is set to take place
October 23-26 at Messe Düsseldorf in Düsseldorf, Germany.
Spread across nine halls, exhibitors from around the world will showcase
everything from manufacturing and production technology to glass applications in the construction industry and façades. The event will also feature
solar energy/transparent thermal insulation, as well as display glass and
laser technologies.
Nearly 1,300 exhibitors from around the world presented their innovations
at glasstec 2010. Nearly 45,000 trade visitors attended the event, as well as
the closely related solarpeq, a new trade fair for solar production technology.

In addition to the Architectural Congress,
another session, Engineered Transparency, will
combine presentations about advanced glass technologies in architecture and structural engineering with exhibited world leading technology in
glass production, processing and products. It will
take place October 25-26 and keynote speakers
include Prof. Michael Bell of Columbia
University, who will present, “The Technical,
Visual and Spatial Effects of Glass;” Till
continued on page 26
September/October 2012

Photo by Messe Düsseldorf/Constanze Tillmann.

Engineered Transparency

The focus of the Façade Center, with its range of
themes covering the energy-efficient building shell,
is on the multifunctional glass façade that generates
electricity with building-integrated thin-film photovoltaics, for instance, thereby actively improving a
building’s energy footprint.
www.glassguides.com
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glass technology live, organized by Prof.
Stefan Behling and his team from Stuttgart
University, presents innovations that illustrate
the sustainable contribution glass can make
in the saving of resources using intelligent
insulation, light guiding or energy generation
when integrated into solar applications.

The
Next
Step
continued from page 25
Photo by Messe Düsseldorf/Constanze Tillmann.

Schumacher of schneider+schumacher
Architekten, presenting a session titled
“Beautiful and Durable;” Dr. Schiel,
schlaich, bergermann und partner, will
discuss “Glass – A Material for
Concentrating Solar Energy Plants.” Also,
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Lothar Wondraczek,
Department of Materials Science and
Engineering, will present “Towards
Ultrastrong Glasses.”

Special Shows
In addition to the educational presentations, glasstec will feature several special
shows of interest to architects. These
include glass technology live and the
façade center.
Designed to show “the future of glass,” as
part of glass technology live companies will
show future-orientated product solutions for
glass façades as mock-ups. According to
event organizers, the event will emphasize
the developments in new material requirements and applications including:
• Pioneering façade construction;
• The latest solar products and photovoltaic applications;
• Innovative glass products, such as
curved glass;
• Modern glass products for interiors
and interior design;
• Current inspiration from research and
development; and
• Design and aesthetics in a new
dimension.

The glasstec special show, glass technology
live, takes a look at the potential glass holds
as a construction material.
SEE US AT GLASSTEC
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In addition, the Façade Center will offer
“all the innovations in the field of energyefficient building envelopes.” Here, institutes and associations will present themselves in the “Competence Centre Glass,
Window Façade.”

Ready to Go
Registration for glasstec and the many
available sessions is currently open and
available online at www.glassteconline.com. Once at the show, be sure and
visit the Architects’ Guide to Glass & Metal
in hall 13 stand D53. You can pick up free
copies of our magazines, chat with our editors and tell us what you think of your
time in Germany. Can’t make the trip?
Then be sure and stay tuned to www.glassguides.com for news and video reports
from the show. AGG
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tŚĞŶYƵĂůŝƚǇĂŶĚ>ĞĂĚdŝŵĞDĂƩĞƌ

/ŶǀŝƐŝďůĞǁŝƚŚŝŶĚƵƐƚƌǇůĞĂĚͲ
ŝŶŐϬ͘ϱйƌĞŇĞĐƟŽŶ͘
ƵƌĂďůĞƋƵĂƌƚǌĐŽĂƟŶŐƉƌŽͲ
ƚĞĐƚƐ>hyZΠZ͘
ǀĂŝůĂďůĞĂŶŶĞĂůĞĚĂŶĚůĂŵŝͲ
ŶĂƚĞĚĨƌŽŵƐƚŽĐŬ͕ŽƌĐƵƐƚŽŵ
ƚĞŵƉĞƌĞĚ͘
ůĞĂŶĂďůĞǁŝƚŚŐůĂƐƐĐůĞĂŶĞƌ͘

^ƚŽĐŬŝŶŐŶƟ-ZĞŇĞĐƟǀĞ͕
&ŝƌĞZĂƚĞĚ͕ĂŶĚy-ZĂǇ͘

ĞƐƚǁŚĞŶƵƐĞĚŝŶ͗
x DƵƐĞƵŵƐ
x ^ƚŽƌĞĨƌŽŶƚƐ
x ^ŚŽǁĐĂƐĞƐ
x WŝĐƚƵƌĞĨƌĂŵĞƐ
x /ŶĨŽƌŵĂƟŽŶŝƐƉůĂǇƐ
x WƌŽũĞĐƟŽŶ^ǇƐƚĞŵƐ

ĞĐŽƌĂƟǀĞŽƉƟŽŶƐƚŽŐŝǀĞ x
ǇŽƵĐŚŽŝĐĞŽŶǇŽƵƌƉƌŽũĞĐƚƐ͘ x
x
^ĂĨĞ͕ƐĞĐƵƌĞ͕ƐŚŝƉƉŝŶŐ
ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚŽƵƚEŽƌƚŚŵĞƌŝĐĂ͘ x
x
^ŝŶŐůĞƐŽƵƌĐĞĚĞĐŽƌĂƟǀĞ͕
ƚĞŵƉĞƌĞĚĂŶĚĨĂďƌŝĐĂƚĞĚ͘

ϴϬϬ-ϮϮϬ-ϯϳϰϵͬǁǁǁ͘ŵĐŐƌŽƌǇ͘ĐŽŵ

YƵŝĐŬĞƐƚZ>ĞĂĚdŝŵĞŝŶƚŚĞ/ŶĚƵƐƚƌǇ͊

x

ƐĂůĞƐΛŵĐŐƌŽƌǇ͘ĐŽŵ

>ĂŵŝŶĂƚĞĚĂŶĚďĂĐŬĐŽĂƚĞĚĐƵƐƚŽŵĐŽůŽƌĞĚ
,ĞĂǀǇƚĞǆƚƵƌĞĚ
ĐŝĚ-ĞƚĐŚƵƉƚŽв͟
WĂƩĞƌŶĞĚ
WŽůŝƐŚĞĚǁŝƌĞ
>Žǁ-ŝƌŽŶͬŽƉƟĐĂů

ϴϬϬ-ϮϮϬ-ϯϳϰϵͬǁǁǁ͘ŵĐŐƌŽƌǇ͘ĐŽŵ

DĐ'ƌŽƌǇ͕ƚŚĞWƌĞĨĞƌƌĞĚůƚĞƌŶĂƟǀĞ͊

SEE US AT GLASSTEC

September/October 2012

www.glassguides.com
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Education and Resources

The day-long
Architects' Forum
will feature a number
of AIA-accredited
educational sessions,
networking
opportunities and
more, all designed
specifically with the
architect in mind.

28

Architects’ Forum™ 2013
Provides Glass Education

AIA Announces New Additions
to Documents-on-Demand

Online registration for Architects’ Forum
2013, a day-long educational event designed
specifically for architects, is now open. Sponsored
by the Architects’ Guide to Glass & Metal and in cooperation with Glass Expo Northeast™, the educational event is scheduled to take place March 7,
2013, at the Hyatt Regency Long Island at Wind
Watch Hotel & Golf Club in Hauppauge (Long
Island), N.Y.
Attendees will hear presentations from experts on the latest
in glass technology, while also
earning AIA learning units. All
presentations are AIA accredited, ensuring participants will get
up-to-date information on the
latest products and techniques
in the architectural glass and
metal industry.
In addition to the presentations, Architects’ Forum will provide a number of networking and
educational opportunities. These
include informative tabletop displays, coffee breaks and more.
Complimentary registration is
available to architects who wish
to attend. Registered participants
can also walk the Glass Expo
Northeast trade show floor for
free, where exhibitors will feature
the latest architectural glass and
metal products.
To learn more about Architects’ Forum 2013 or
to register online visit www.glassguides.com/forum
or contact Ellen Rogers at erogers@glass.com. Glass
and metal industry companies interested in being
an event sponsor can also email erogers@glass.com
or visit www.glassguides.com/forum/sponsor.php.

The American Institute of Architects (AIA)
announced the publication of six new construction management documents, a project checklist
and a construction classification worksheet via
the documents-on-demand website. These additions complete the conversion of paper AIA contract documents to the web-based service, bringing the total number of documents available
through documents-on-demand to 106.
The following documents and forms have been
added:
• A132-2009, Standard Form of Agreement
Between Owner and Contractor, Construction
Manager as Adviser Edition, and A132 Exhibit
A, Determination of the Cost of the Work;
• A133-2009, Standard Form of Agreement
Between Owner and Construction Manager as
Constructor where the basis of payment is the
Cost of the Work Plus a Fee with a
Guaranteed Maximum Price, and A133
Exhibit A, Guaranteed Maximum Price
Amendment;
• A134-2009, Standard Form of Agreement
Between Owner and Construction Manager as
Constructor where the basis of payment is the
Cost of the Work Plus a Fee without a
Guaranteed Maximum Price;
• A232-2009, General Conditions of the
Contract for Construction, Construction
Manager as Adviser Edition;
• B132-2009, Standard Form of Agreement
Between Owner and Architect, Construction
Manager as Adviser Edition;
• C132-2009, Standard Form of Agreement
Between Owner and Construction Manager as
Adviser;
• D200-1995, Project Checklist; and
• G808-2001, Project Data, and G808A-2001,
Construction Classification Worksheet. AGG

What’s Your Fave?
Got a favorite resource for glass information? Is there a tool you use frequently for specifications and
technical information? What websites do you turn to again and again? We’d like to know! Let the Architects’
Guide to Glass & Metal know what glass-related tools and resources you find most helpful. Just email
erogers@glass.com about the resources you need when it comes to glazing and we’ll share the information
right here in this section. We look forward to hearing from you!
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For more than a decade, Key Communications Inc, publisher of DWM, USGlass, AGRR, WINDOW FILM,
Auto Glass Journal and the Architects’ Guide to Glass, has received recognition for its quality editorial content and
innovative methods of bringing industry news to you.

WINNER

FINALIST

FINALIST
WINNER

WINNER

WINDOW FILM magazine
National Gold Award Winner, Best Webcast Series
American Society of Business Press Editors’ Award 2012

USGlass magazine
Finalist, Best News Coverage
“Glass Railing Falls” by Megan Headley
American Business Media (the “Pulitzer Prize of Business Journalism”) 2012
USGlass magazine
Finalist, Best Single Article, “World Trade Center Coverage” by Tara Taffera
American Business Media (the Pulitzer Prize of Business Journalism) 2010
Door & Window Manufacturer Magazine
Winner, Best New Magazine of the Year
American Society of Business Press Editors’ Award 2001
Auto Glass Repair & Replacement (AGRR) Magazine
Winner, Best New Magazine of the Year
American Society of Business Press Editors’ Award 2000

The Publications of Key Communications Inc.:
Award-Winning Content and A High
Commitment to Quality
SEE US AT GLASSBUILD AMERICA AND GLASSTEC

P.O. Box 569, Garrisonville, VA 22463, USA • Ph: 540/720-5584 • Fax: 540/720-5687 • www.key-com.com • info@glass.com
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Event Outlook
NORTH AMERICAN EVENTS
2012
October 9-11, 2012
2012 METALCON International
Organized by the Metal Construction Association (MCA)
Donald E. Stephens Convention Center
Chicago
Contact: www.metalcon.com.
October 17, 2012
Pacific Building Trade Expo
Presented by Honblue Inc. and jointly produced by AIA
Honolulu and CSI Honolulu
Hawaii Convention Center
Honolulu, Hawaii
Contact: www.pacificbuildingtradeexpo.com
Send information
about upcoming
events to
erogers@glass.com.

November 14-16, 2012
GreenBuild 2012
Sponsored by the U.S. Green Building Council
(USGBC)

Moscone Center
San Francisco
Contact: www.greenbuildexpo.org
2013
March 7, 2013
Architects’ Forum™ 2013
Sponsored by Architects’ Guide to Glass & Metal
magazine
Hyatt Regency Long Island at Wind Watch
Hotel & Golf Club
Hauppauge (Long Island), N.Y.
Contact: www.glassguides.com/forum
INTERNATIONAL EVENTS
2012
October 23-26, 2012
glasstec 2012
Organized by Messe Düsseldorf
Düsseldorf Fairgrounds
Düsseldorf, Germany
Contact: www.mdna.com AGG

23 – 26 OCTOBER 2012
DÜ SS E L D O R F, G E RM A N Y

MEET THE WORLD OF
GLASS AND SOLAR
CHECK IN NOW:
www.glasstec.de/2130
www.solarpeq.de/2130
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Continuing Education Corner

g

lass and glazing systems are continuously
evolving. As a result it’s important for the architectural community to stay up-to-date on recent
information. To keep yourself informed about
these many options, why not consider some of
these industry courses?

If your company
offers an AIA
Continuing Education
Course please let
us know about it
by emailing
erogers@glass.com.

Course: Selecting Insulating Glass Sealants
for Durability and Energy Efficiency
Provider: Fenzi North America
Learning Units: 1

Fenzi North America has launched a new technical training course for architects created to provide an overview of the characteristics that insulating glass sealants must provide to ensure longterm thermal performance, structural durability
and longevity of insulating glass units.
The course meets the USGBC’s educational

criteria and qualifies LEED professionals with 1.0
GBCI CE hour.
→ www.aecdaily.com/sponsor/fenzi

Course Title: Folding Door Systems:
Enhancing Interior and Exterior Open Spaces
Provider: LaCantina Doors
Learning Units: 1
LaCantina Doors is offering an educational
course on folding door systems. Course participants will gain an overview of the design capabilities and possibilities of folding doors that can
transform and enhance open spaces, according to
the company. At the same time, these door systems can balance energy efficiency and fresh air
ventilation, and can be used in both residential
and commercial applications.
→ www.lacantinadoors.com AGG

Three coatings. ONE machine.
Ceramic. Silicone. AND Transparent.
Reverse ceramic or silicone coating
and direct etch coating.
Only with the Union Tri-Coater.
For spandrel glass or transparent glass production,
Union Tool’s new glass Tri-Coater delivers
controllable, high quality coat thickness every time.
Long a leader in roller coater technology, the
Tri-Coater features a unique design that allows
reverse coating of either ceramic frit or silicone
based coatings. And with the same machines
you can direct coat transparent or etch coatings.
Union roller coaters provide superior results compared
to spray, curtain coater or silk screen application
methods. You’ll get smoother, better quality coats with
less striations and ease of changeover from color to color
– or product to product.

The new glass Tri-Coater. Only from The Union Tool
Corporation. Visit our website to find out more.

The Union Tool Corporation
574-267-3211
E-mail: sales@uniontoolcorp.com
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The Wait is Over …
Ê½ÎÁÇÍËÄÑÇÆÄÑÇŰ½Ê½¼ÇÍÌËÁ¼½Ç¾ÇÊÌÀÅ½ÊÁ»¹ƓÌÀ½ÍÌË»À®ʾʽ˅ʽÁËÌÀ½Á¼½¹ÄÏ¹Ñ
ÌÇÅ¹Ã½Î½ÊÌÁ»¹Ä¹Æ¼ÀÇÊÁÒÇÆÌ¹Ä»ÍÌËÇÆÌÀÁ»Ã¿Ä¹ËËËÍ»À¹ËºÍÄÄ½ÌÈÊÇÇ¾ƓŲÊ½ƘÊ½ËÁËÌ¹ÆÌ¹Æ¼
ÀÍÊÊÁ»¹Æ½ÁÅÈ¹»Ì¿Ä¹ËËƖ
ƹ Á¿À»ÍÌÉÍ¹ÄÁÌÑ
 ƹË½ÊƘ¾ÊÁ½Æ¼ÄÑƓË¹¾½¹Æ¼Ê½ÄÁ¹ºÄ½ 
ƹ ¹ËÌÈÊÇ¼Í»ÌÁÇÆËÈ½½¼
ƹÈ¹»½ƘË¹ÎÁÆ¿¼½ËÁ¿ÆƱÊÇºÍËÌ»ÇÆËÌÊÍ»ÌÁÇÆ

ÁË»ÇÎ½ÊÏÀÑÌÀ½ÍÌË»À®ʾʽ˅ʽ¿Ä¹ËËË¹ÏÁËÌÀ½Å¹»ÀÁÆ½Ç¾»ÀÇÁ»½
¾ÇÊ¿Ä¹ËË»ÇÅÈ¹ÆÁ½ËÌÀ½ÏÇÊÄ¼ÇÎ½ÊƖ¹ÄÄÇÍÊ»ÇÆÎ½ÆÁ½ÆÌÄÑÄÇ»¹Ì½¼ËÀ½ÎÁÄÄ½ƓË½ÊÎÁ»½»½ÆÌ½Ê
ÌÇ¼¹ÑƓÌÇË»À½¼ÍÄ½¹¼½ÅÇÆËÌÊ¹ÌÁÇÆƓÇÊ¼½ÊÈ¹ÊÌËÇÊÊ½»½ÁÎ½Ì½»ÀÆÁ»¹ÄËÍÈÈÇÊÌƖ

GROUP

1580 e

ÏÏÏƖÈÍÌË»ÀÍË¹Ɩ»ÇÅ
ÍÌË»À®ŵÇÅÈ¹ÆÑƓÆ»ƖƺÇÐ˂ʾʿ˅ƺËÀ½ÎÁÄÄ½Ɠʿ˅˅ʾˀ
ÀÇÆ½ƕ˅ʿ˅Ƙ˃˅ˁƘʽ˃˄ʾƺ ¹Ðƕ˅ʿ˅Ƙ˃˅ˁƘˁ˅ˆˁƺÁÆ¾ÇʪÈÍÌË»ÀÍË¹Ɩ»ÇÅ
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New Solarban R100 solar control, low-e glass.
A better glass for a better environment.
Clean lines. Clean look. Clean conscience. It’s a lot to expect from an ordinary piece of glass. Then
again, Solarban® R100 solar control, low-e glass is about as far from ordinary as you get – thanks to
a Solar Heat Gain Coefficient of .23 and a neutral-reflective appearance that lets your building put its
best face forward. And you’ll really be surprised by the extraordinary energy savings you can expect
with Solarban R100 glass. To get your copy of the white paper, go to ppgideascapes.com/SBr100.

Solarban, IdeaScapes, PPG and the PPG logo are trademarks owned by PPG Industries Ohio, Inc. | Cradle to Cradle CertifiedCM is a certification mark of MBDC.

SEE US AT GLASSBUILD AMERICA AND GLASSTEC

PPG Industries, Inc., Glass Business & Discovery Center, 400 Guys Run Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15024 www.ppgideascapes.com

